
Abstract. Electroactive spin excitations (electromagnons), an
analog of the low-frequency quasiferromagnetic antiferromag-
netic resonance (AFMR) mode in Fe subsystem, are observed in
multiferroic rare-earth ferroborates [specifically in
SmFe3�BO3�4] in the frequency range of 40±150 GHz, which
are shown to contribute dominantly to the giant static (quasi-
static) magnetodielectric effect and which produce two types of
dynamic magnetoelectric effects: (a) giant optical activity,
which occurs for the wave vector k parallel to the crystallo-
graphic c-axis, kkc, in a transverse magnetic field Hka and is
accompanied by polarization-plane rotation by more than
70 deg mmÿ1 in the resonance, and (b) directional birefringence
and dichroism in a transverse magnetic field Hkb-axis, which
show up in transmission asymmetry between the forward �kkc�
and backward �kkÿc� directions, being equivalent to the sign
change of the magnetic field,Hb ! ÿHb. A theory is developed
which explains the observed dynamic magnetoelectric phenom-
ena quantitatively by taking into consideration different sym-
metries of the tensors of magnetic, magnetoelectric, and
dielectric susceptibilities for Hka and Hkb.

Keywords: magnetoelectric phenomena, multiferroics, magnetic
excitations, magnetic spectroscopy, antiferromagnetic resonance

1. Introduction

There is increasing recent interest in so-called multiferroics,
i.e. materials in whichmagnetic and ferroelectric order coexist
and which are promising for the development of novel
functional materials and devices [1±7]. The coupling between
the magnetic and electric degrees of freedom in these
materials has the consequence that ferroelectrics exhibit new
physical properties. The latter can be manipulated by
applying an external magnetic or electric field, the propaga-
tion of electromagnetic radiation can be controlled, and in
ordered magnetic and electrical subsystems a new type of
elementary excitations, known as electromagnons, occur,
which was first discovered in TbMnO3 and GdMnO3 multi-
ferroics with a cycloidal magnetic structure [8], and later on in
several other multiferroics [9±19].

The electromagnon can be defined as an electrically active
spin-wave which contributes resonantly to the dielectric
constant due to strong spin±lattice interaction with the
phonon subsystem. The discovery of electromagnons has
stimulated extensive research into various optical (dynamic)
magnetoelectric phenomena in multiferroics, such as direc-
tional dichroism (i.e. the absorption by the electromagnon is
different for forward and backward directions of light
propagation through the crystal [20±23]), and a number of
other effects [24±26].

A notable recent development is the discovery of a new
class of multiferroics comprising the rare-earth ferroborates
and alumoborates RFe3�BO3�4 and RAl3�BO3�4 (where R is
the rare-earth element) which exhibit exceptionally strong
magnetoelectric effects [27±30]. Unlike manganites, these
compounds crystallize in the noncentrosymmetric structure
(space group R32 or P3121), so that the polarization in such
borates has no relation to the formation of incommensurate
cycloidal magnetic structures but rather is induced either
within an ordinary collinear antiferromagnetic ordering of
Fe3� ions or by an external magnetic field. In ferroborates,
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the FeÿFe interaction determines the NeÂ el temperature (30±
40 K). In addition, a key factor is RÿFe exchange, which
produces either an easy-plane or an easy-axis magnetic
structure, depending on the anisotropy of the rare-earth
subsystem. Rare-earth ions also play a key role in the
formation of magnetoelectric properties.

As far as the observation of pronounced dynamic
magnetoelectric effects is concerned, one of the most
attractive systems is the easy-plane SmFe3�BO3�4 ferrobo-
rate, which was found to exhibit a giantmagnetoelectric effect
at frequencies up to 1 MHz due to, first, the increase (by
� 300%) in the dielectric constant with decreasing tempera-
ture from the NeÂ el point to 4.2 K and, second, the strong
influence of the magnetic field on the compound [31].
Essentially, this effect is due to the contribution to the
dielectric constant from the electric susceptibility due to
rotation of iron spins in the easy ab plane, which arise in the
antiferromagnetic state for T < TN � 33 K, where TN is the
NeÂ el temperature, and which is suppressed by the external
magnetic field. Obviously, electroactive spin excitations must
be present in the interacting Fe and Sm subsystems, which are
responsible for the giant contribution to the dielectric
constant. Our earlier quasioptical studies in the frequency
range of 150±600 GHz (a high-frequency antiferromagnetic
resonance of Fe3� ions and electronic transitions in the
ground doublet of Sm3� ions) showed that these excitations
are essentially of a magnetoactive nature and they contribute
only slightly to the dielectric constant [32]. Therefore, the spin
excitation most likely responsible for the giant magneto-
electric effect is the low-frequency (quasiferromagnetic)
AFMR mode which corresponds to the oscillations of Fe3�

spins in the easy basis plane and lies in the frequency range of
� 5ÿ10 GHz at H � 0 (but can be shifted to much higher
frequencies if magnetic field is present).

This paper presents gigahertz spectroscopy results
on single-crystal ferroborate SmFe3�BO3�4, which were
obtained in the region of such an electroactive AFMR mode
andwhich demonstrate a series of unusual resonant magneto-
electric effects (optical activity and directional dichroism, and
birefringence). Some of these results have been published
elsewhere [33].

2. Experiment

The transmission spectraT�n� and phase shifts weremeasured
in the frequency range n � 40ÿ1000 GHz at temperatures of
4±300 K in magnetic fields up to 7 T using quasioptical
polarization backward wave oscillator (BWO) spectroscopy
[34]. In all measurements, the magnetic field was perpendi-
cular to the propagation vector (Vogt geometry). The borate
samples were plane-parallel, oriented single-crystal plates
with thicknesses of � 1ÿ2 mm and size of � 5ÿ6 mm,
grown by L N Bezmaternykh and I A Gudim at the
L V Kirenskii Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, Krasnoyarsk.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Electroactive nature of the quasiferromagnetic
antiferromagnetic resonance mode
In an easy-plane antiferromagnet, even a relatively weak
external magnetic field H applied in the easy plane aligns the
spins perpendicular to its direction, so that the low-frequency

quasiferromagnetic AFMRmode is excited by the alternating
magnetic field h?H, and must not be excited if the
polarization is hkH.

Shown in Fig. 1 are the examples of transmission spectra
of a c-cut plane-parallel sample of SmFe3�BO3�4 in the
frequency range of the low-frequency AFMR mode in
external magnetic field Hka for two incident radiation
polarizations. It is seen that not only under classical
excitation conditions, h?H (Fig. 1b), but also for hkH
(Fig. 1a), i.e., for the polarization hka forbidden for
excitation by ac magnetic field, the AFMR mode is clearly
detected against the background of transmission oscillations
due to the interferences in a plane-parallel sample. This is an
indication that the excitation in this case is caused by the
electric rather than magnetic component, ekb, of the
electromagnetic field, directly pointing to the electroactive
nature of the AFMR mode (electromagnon).

Simulation results obtained for the transmission spec-
tra on the basis of Fresnel formulas and including the
resonant contribution from the AFMR mode to the
magnetic permeability and dielectric constant are shown
in Fig. 1 by solid and dashed lines. The extracted magnetic
field variations of the electromagnon resonance frequency
and of the electromagnon contribution to the dielectric
constant Deb and magnetic permeability Dmb (Fig. 2)
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Figure 1. Examples of transmission spectra of a 1.756-mm thick c-cut

SmFe3�BO3�4 plate in the frequency range of an electroactive AFMR

mode (electromagnon) in external magnetic field Hka for polarization

hka, ekb, when the mode is excited by an electric field (a) and for

polarization hkb, eka, when the excitation is provided by a magnetic

field (b). SymbolsÐexperiment, and linesÐ simulation.
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correspond well to the available statical data and to
simulation (see below).

3.2 Theory of dynamic magnetoelectric properties
of ferroborates
Before proceeding to the remaining experimental results on
SmFe3�BO3�4, let us examine the major aspects of the
resonance magnetic, dielectric, and magnetoelectric proper-
ties of ferroborates. Let us begin with the thermodynamic
potential of a system as a function of the ferromagnetic �m�
and antiferromagnetic �l� ordering vectors of the Fe sub-
system, the electric polarization P, and external magnetic �H�
and electric �E� fields:
F�m; l;P;H;E�� Fm�m; l;H�� Fme�m; l;P�� Fe�P;E� ; �1�

where Fm�m; l;H�, Fme�m; l;P�, and Fe�P;E� are the mag-
netic, magnetoelectric, and electrical parts, respectively. The
magnetic part of the thermodynamic potential is given by the
expression

Fm�m; l;H� � 1

2
Am2 ÿM0mH� FA�l� ; �2�

where the first two terms are the exchange and Zeeman
energies, respectively, and the last term is the anisotropy

energy

FA�l� � 1

2
Keffl

2
z �

1

12
K6

��lx � ily�6 � �lx ÿ ily�6
�

ÿ 1

2
K1u�l 2x ÿ l 2y � ÿ K2ulxly ;

which includes the effective uniaxial anisotropy energy and
the anisotropy energy in the basis plane, the former of which
stabilizes the basis ab �Keff > 0� plane, and the latter is
determined by the hexagonal crystallographic anisotropy
�K6� and by the magnetoelastic anisotropy K1u � sxx ÿ syy,
K2u � sxy induced by internal stresses (compression and
expansion, sxx ÿ syy, and shear, sxy) in the crystal's ab plane.
The x, y, z axes coincide with crystallographic a, b, c axes. The
magnetoelectric and electric parts of the potential, which are
relevant to the resonant phenomena under study, have the
form [28, 31]

Fme�m; l;P� � ÿc2Px�l 2x ÿ l 2y � � 2c2Pylxly � . . . �3�

Fe�P;E� �
P 2
x � P 2

y

2w e
?
� P 2

z

2w e
k
ÿ PE ; �4�

where w e
k and w e

? are the components of the lattice electric
(dielectric) susceptibility parallel and perpendicular to the
third-order c-axis. The explicit contribution of the rare-earth
(Sm) subsystem to the thermodynamic potential (1)±(3) is not
considered here, but it is assumed that the system renorma-
lizes the corresponding parameters (A, Keff, c2, . . .) due to the
RÿFe exchange interaction.

Minimizing the thermodynamic potential F (1) with
respect to the polarization P gives a direct relation between
the polarization and the orientation of the Fe spins (i.e.,
vector l):

Px � P0�l 2x ÿ l 2y � � w e
?Ex ;

Py � ÿP02lxly � w e
?Ey ; �5�

Pz � w e
kEz ;

where P0 � c2w e
? determines the maximum polarization

induced in the basis plane by the antiferromagnetically
ordered Fe subsystem. To describe the dynamics of the
magnetic subsystem, i.e., of the variables m and l, we take
advantage [after eliminating P from F in formula (1)] of the
Landau±Lifshitz equations

M0

g
_m � m�Um � l�U l ;

�6�
M0

g
_l � m�U l � l�Um ;

where Um � qF=qm, U l � qF=ql, and g � gFe mB=�h is the
gyromagnetic ratio for the Fe3� ions. Solving these equations
of motion in the linear approximation and for small
deviations of Dm and Dl from the equilibrium state l0?H
and m0 kH (which is stabilized by an external magnetic field
exceeding the anisotropy field in the basis plane), we obtain
the magnetic and electric responses to the alternating
electromagnetic field e and h:

Dm � ŵmh� ŵmee ; �7�
Dp � ŵ emh� ŵ ee ;

which are determined by the magnetic, ŵm, magnetoelectric,
ŵme and ŵ em, and dielectric ŵ e susceptibilities. The form of the
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Figure 2. (a) Resonant frequency of the electromagnon, (b) electromagnon

contribution to the dielectric constant Deb, and (c) electromagnon

contribution to the magnetic permeability Dmb as a function of external

magnetic field Hka. Circles and trianglesÐ spectroscopic data,

squaresÐ static dielectric constant, and linesÐ simulation results.
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corresponding susceptibility matrices depends on the orienta-
tion of the applied magnetic field in the ab plane and also on
the system's ground state in the field.

ForHka �l0 kb;m0 kP0 ka�, we have

ŵm�o� �
wm
xx 0 0

0 wm
yy wm

yz

0 wm
zy wm

zz

0B@
1CA; ŵme�o� �

wme
xx 0 0

0 wme
yy 0

0 wme
zy 0

0B@
1CA;

ŵ em�o� �
w em
xx 0 0

0 w em
yy w em

yz

0 0 0

0@ 1A; ŵ e�o� �
w e
xx 0 0

0 w e
yy 0

0 0 w e
zz

0B@
1CA;
�8�

where the matrix components are expressed as follows:

wm
xx � w?LAF�o� ; wm

zz � w?LF�o� ; wm
yy � r 2w?LF�o� ;

wm
zy � ÿwm

yz � ÿ
io
oF

rw?LF�o� ;

w e
yy � w e

? � w e
rotLF�o� ; w e

xx; zz � w e
?; k ; �9�

wme
xx � w em

xx � 0 ; wme
yy � w em

yy � rZ
�������������
w?w e

rot

p
LF�o� ;

wme
zy � ÿw em

yz �
io
oF

Z
�������������
w?w e

rot

p
LF�o� :

Here, w? �M 2
0 =A �M0=2HE is the transverse susceptibility

of the Fe subsystem;M0 andHE are the magnetization of the
antiferromagnetic Fe sublattices and the field of the isotropic
FeÿFe exchange, respectively; w e

rot�H�� w e
0 rot=�1�H 2=H 2

ab�
is the electric susceptibility due to the Fe spin rotation in the
basis plane, determined by the magnetoelectric interaction
and the external magnetic field, with w e

0 rot � �2P0�2=K 0A, and
H 2

ab � 2H 0AHE is the characteristic field determining the
rotation/oscillation of spins in the basis plane, and

K 0A � H 0AM0 � q2FA

qj 2

����
j��p=2

is the energy of the effective anisotropy in this plane for
the geometry l0 kb �j � p=2�. The functions LF;AF�o� �
o2

F;AF=�o2
F;AF ÿ o2 � ioDoF;AF� determine the frequency

dispersion of the electrodynamic response in the vicinity of
the frequencies o2

F � g 2�H 2 �H 2
ab� of the quasiferromag-

netic mode due to the oscillations of l in the basis plane, and
the frequencies o2

AF � g 22HAHE of the quasiantiferromag-
netic mode due to the deviation of l from the plane
(HA � KA=M0 is the anisotropy field), and DoF;AF is the
line width of the modes. The quantity r � H=�H 2 �H 2

ab�1=2
accounting for the change in the antiferromagnetic structure
in magnetic field becomes equal to �1 in a field above
Hab � 5ÿ10 kOe. The factor Z � �V� ÿ Vÿ�=�V� � Vÿ�
accounts for the possibility that the ferroborate contains
opposite-chirality structural twins that make opposite con-
tributions to the electric polarization and have a concentra-
tion (volume) V�.

For Hkb, the ground state changes its symmetry
�l0 kakÿP0, m0 kb�, thus changing the symmetry of the
electrodynamic response. Both AFMR modes then turn out,
strictly speaking, to be coupled. However, in magnetic fields
that are not too high (up to 7 T), the mode frequency oF in
SmFe3�BO3�4 remains considerably smaller than oAF

(� 320 GHz [32]), allowing their mixing to be neglected. In

this case, the dynamic magnetic, magnetoelectric, and
dielectric susceptibilities are given for the frequencies of
interest (i.e., for those close to the quasiferromagnetic mode)
by

ŵm�o� �
wm
xx 0 wm

xz

0 wm
yy 0

wm
zx 0 wm

zz

0B@
1CA; ŵme�o� �

0 wme
xy 0

0 0 0

0 wme
zy 0

0B@
1CA;

ŵ em�o� �
0 0 0

w em
yx 0 w em

yz

0 0 0

0@ 1A; ŵ e�o� �
w e
xx 0 0

0 w e
yy 0

0 0 w e
zz

0B@
1CA;
�10�

where

wm
xx � wm

zz � w?LF�o� ; wm
yy � w?LAF�o� � w? ;

wm
xz � ÿwm

zx �
io
oF

rw?LF�o� ;

w e
xx � w e

? ; w e
yy � w e

? � w e
rotLF�o� ; w e

zz � w e
k ; �11�

wme
xy � w em

yx � rZ
�������������
w?w e

rot

p
LF�o� ;

wme
zy � ÿw em

yz � ÿ
io
oF

Z
�������������
w?w e

rot

p
LF�o� :

In deriving the magnetoelectric responses (8) and (10), it
was assumed that the resonance frequencies of the rare-earth
(Sm) ions, as determined by the splitting of their ground
doublet by the exchange RÿFe interaction, lie considerably
higher than the AFMR frequencies of the Fe subsystem. This
condition is fully satisfied for the low-frequency quasiferro-
magnetic mode oF, in the vicinity of which we study
magnetoelectric effects. As for the high-frequency quasianti-
ferromagnetic mode oAF, its frequency is comparable to that
of the Sm modes, and their interaction cannot, therefore, be
neglected [32]. However, the dynamic magnetoelectric effects
at these frequencies are expected to be smallerÐbecause they
are caused by higher-frequency (i.e., harder) spin oscilla-
tionsÐand indeed have not been observed yet. Thus, in
general, the electrodynamic response contains additional,
symmetry-allowed contributions, which are omitted in
Eqns (8) and (9) for simplicity.

Let us discuss how the dynamic magnetoelectric effects
manifest themselves in gigahertz quasioptical spectra of
SmFe3�BO3�4.

3.3 Giant optical activity
in the vicinity of an electromagnon (Hka)
For a magnetic field parallel to the crystallographic a-axis,
Hka, and assuming the radiation propagation along the c-
axis, �kkc�, the electroactive quasiferromagnetic mode is
excited either by the radiation magnetic component hy
(through wm

yy) or by the ac electric component (through w e
yy),

both of which are orthogonal to the static electric polariza-
tion P0 and the magnetization m0, P0 km0 ka�x�. Note that,
as seen from Fig. 2, the magnetic contribution Dmb � 4pw?
remains unchanged upon changing the field, while the
electric contribution Deb � 4pw e

rot � 4pw e
0 rot=�1�H 2=H 2

ab�
decreases with increasing H in full agreement with theory.
The decrease in the last contribution is due to enhancing
the field-induced anisotropy in the basis plane, which
hampers the rotation (oscillations) of the iron spins in
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electric field and which also causes the resonant frequency
oF � g�H 2 �H 2

ab�1=2 to increase (Fig. 2a).
The dynamic magnetoelectric susceptibility ŵme, ŵ em, or,

more specifically, the presence of the diagonal components
wme
yy � w em

yy � rZ
�������������
w?w e

rot

p
LF�o�, is another fundamental fac-

tor determining the electrodynamics of the system. As linearly

polarized wave propagates in a crystal, these components
have the effect of entangling the originally orthogonal e and h
components, causing the polarization plane to rotate and
changing the ellipticity of the wave. The solution ofMaxwell's
equations shows that in this case the eigenmodes in a
magnetoelectric crystal are two elliptically polarized modes
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traveling along the axis ckz, for which the refractive indices
and the field component ratios are given by

�n�z �2 � exx ~myy � ~eyymxx �
�������������������������������������������������������������
�exx ~myyÿ ~eyy mxx�2� exx mxx~a 2

yy

q
;�

Ey

Ex

��
� ~ayyexx mxx

n�z �n�z 2 ÿ ~eyy mxx�
;

�12�

where

m̂ � 1̂� 4pŵm ; ê � 1̂� 4pŵ e ; âme; em � 4pŵme; em ;

~myy� myyÿ
mzy myz
mzz

; ~eyy� eyyÿ
ame
zy a em

yz

mzz
; ~ayy� ayyÿ

mzya
em
yz

mzz
:

The optical activity of SmFe3�BO3�4 was studied by
measuring the transmission spectra in the vicinity of the
electromagnon mode for different orientations aA of the
analyzer with respect to the polarizer. Figure 3 gives
examples of such spectra for the incident polarization ekb,
hka in the magnetic field m0Ha � 6 T. Note the qualitative
differences between aA� �45� spectra, which should be
equivalent in the case of nonrotating polarization, and note
also the strong transmission for the crossed analyzer and
polarizer �aA � 90��, which indicates a considerable rotation
of the polarization plane. To characterize the radiation at the
output from the sample, we took advantage of the transmis-
sion spectra obtained for different aA, and calculated the
angleY of the polarization-plane rotation and the ellipticity r
using the expressions

tan �2Y� � 1

2

T45 ÿ Tÿ45
T0 � T90

;
�13�

r �
�
Emin

Emax

�2

�
�
1ÿ 1

16

�T45 ÿ Tÿ45�2
T0T90

�1=2
;

where T0, T45, Tÿ45, T90 are the transmission coefficients at
aA � 0, �45�, and 90�, respectively. Shown in Fig. 4 are the
angle spectra of a polarization-plane rotation and of
ellipticity calculated in this way in the frequency range close
to the electromagnon and for the incident radiation polariza-
tion ekb, hka. Note a very large polarization-plane rotation
angle of more than 120� for the sample thickness of only
� 1:7 mm. It is also to be emphasized that this rotation is
purely magnetoelectric in nature and the external transverse
magnetic field is basically needed only to increase the
electromagnon frequency to a conveniently measurable
range. The observed optical activity is fundamentally differ-
ent from the ordinary Faraday rotation which is determined
solely by the off-diagonal components of the magnetic
permeability or dielectric constant and manifests itself only
at kkH.

To understand the observed phenomena in more detail,
simulations of transmission spectra accounting for polariza-
tion plane rotation were performed by calculating the
transmission matrices (Jones matrices for Ex, Ey, and Berre-
man matrices [35] for Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy) using Maxwell's
equations, including radiation interference in multiple reflec-
tions from surfaces in a plane-parallel sample (normal
incidence; see also Ref. [33]). The calculations used relations
(8) as constitutive equations. The calculated results, shown as
solid lines in Figs 3 and 4, are in good agreement with the
experimental data.

The fitting parameters involved were the lattice transverse
dielectric constant e? � 4pw e

? � 13:7ÿ 0:04i, the magneto-

electric contribution to the static dielectric constant De0 rot �
4pw e

0 rot � 40, the characteristic field Hab � 5 kOe determin-
ing the rotation/oscillations of spins in the basis plane, the
contribution to the magnetic permeability Dm? � 4pw? �
8:5� 10ÿ3, the linewidth of the quasiferromagnetic mode,
DnF � DoF=2p � 4:5 GHz, and the factor Z � 0:59 account-
ing for the presence of inversion twins in the crystal and giving
their volume ratio in our sample,Vÿ=V� � 20=80. When the
twin volumes are equal,V� � Vÿ �Z � 0�, the yy-component
of the magnetoelectric susceptibility is zero and the polariza-
tion plane does not rotate, but the mode still continues to be
excited by the electric field. Note that due to the weak
repulsive interaction with the above-lying Sm mode, the
effective gyromagnetic ratio g of the Fe subsystem is about
20% less than its classical value for magnetic ions with a g-
factor of � 2.

Optical activity in the vicinity of the electromagnon mode
in SmFe3�BO3�4 was also observed in the transmission
spectra measured at a fixed frequency. Figure 5 depicts such
spectra at n � 140 GHz for different analyzer orientations aA
with respect to the polarizer that sets the incident radiation
polarization eka, hkb. Similarly to the frequency spectra, the
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line shape and the intensity are observed to vary significantly
with the analyzer orientation aA, indicative of the rotation of
the polarization plane, as shown in Fig. 6. The smaller angle
of a polarization plane rotation compared with that in Fig. 4a
is due to the different incident radiation polarization.
Simulations of the transmission and polarization rotation
with the parameters obtained earlier agree well with experi-
ment, indicating the suitability of the proposed approach to
describe the magnetoelectric phenomena.

3.4 Directional dichroism and birefringence
in the vicinity of an electromagnon (Hkb)
In a magnetic field applied parallel to the crystallographic
b-axis, Hkb, the symmetry of the ground state of the system
becomes different from that in the Hka geometry. In this
case, themagnetization and polarization are not collinear and
produce in the system a nonzero toroidal moment,
T / P�m, due to which an asymmetry between the forward
and backward propagation directions arises [20±23]. Solving
Maxwell's equations for the actual symmetry of the electro-
dynamic response (10) shows that in this case (for kkc) two
linearly polarized modes are eigenmodes.

The first mode, with polarization hkykH, ekxkP, has the
refractive index

n�z � �
�������������
exx myy

p
; �14�

which produces no resonance in the electromagnon frequency
range and whose magnitude does not depend on the
propagation direction according to the signs �.

For the secondmode, with polarization hkx?H, eky?P,
the refractive index takes the form

n�z � �
�������������
~eyy ~mxx

p � ~axy � �nz0 � ~axy �15�

(where ~mxx � mxx ÿ mzx mxz=mzz,~eyy � eyy ÿ ame
zy a em

yz =mzz, ~axy �
axy ÿ mxza

me
zy =mzz), giving rise to both magnetically and

electrically excited resonance and to the dependence of the
refractive index on the propagation direction.
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Note that reversing the propagation direction of the
radiation is equivalent to reversing the magnetic field,
because the magnetoelectric permittivity ~axy in Eqn (15)
changes sign simultaneously with the field due to the factor
r�H� in formula (11). Substituting the corresponding
dynamic susceptibilities explicitly into Eqn (15), the refrac-
tive indices take the following form:

n�z �
�����
e?
p �

1� 1

2

�
Derot
e?
� 2Z

��������������������
Dm?

Derot
e?

s
� Dm?

�
LF�o�

�
;

�16�

where Derot�H� � 4pw e
rot�H� � 4pw e

0 rot=�1�H 2=H 2
ab�, and

Dm? � 4pw?. Expression (16) is valid if the electromagnon
contribution to the refractive index is relatively small
compared to the lattice contribution

�����
e?
p

, a condition which
is well satisfied for sufficiently large fields, H4Hab. In the
absence of inversion twins �Z � �1�, the total electromagnon
suppression condition for one of the wave directions reduces
to Dm? � Derot=e?. However, the electromagnon is not fully
suppressed if twins are present, i.e., jZj < 1.

Turning now to the experimental data, Fig. 7 demon-
strates the transmission (panels a, c) and phase shift (panels b,
d) spectra for radiation with polarization hka, ekb propagat-
ing in forward �kc > 0� (panels c, d) and backward �kc < 0�
(panels a, b) directions (as noted above, the latter is equivalent
to changing the sign of the applied 60- kOe field). It is seen
that the electromagnon intensity for the forward propagation
(Fig. 7c) is substantially weaker than that for the backward
propagation (Fig. 7a), indicating the presence of directional
dichroism, a phenomenon in which absorption is different for
opposite propagation directions (and which is also observed
in some other multiferroics [20±23]). The phase shift spectra
normalized to the frequency (optical thickness) also demon-
strate that the electromagnon contributes more in the back-
ward (or for Hb < 0) (Fig. 7b) than in the forward (Fig. 7d)
propagation, indicating the presence of directional birefrin-
gence as well. For other polarization �hkb, eka�, no
resonance modes were observedÐ in complete agreement
with the analysis above.

In what follows, we will analyze our results using the
expression derived for the complex transmission coefficient
(amplitude) of a plane-parallel sample for kkc and for
polarization hka, ekb:

t� � �1ÿ r 2� exp �ÿik�d �
1ÿ r 2 exp

�ÿi�k� � kÿ�d � ; �17�

where k� � n�z o=c is the amplitude of the wave vector, r �
�1ÿ z�=�1� z� is the reflection coefficient from the sample
surface, which is independent of the direction of k, and z �
� ���������������

~mxx=~eyy
p

, d is the sample thickness. The results calculated
for the transmission and the phase shift spectra using virtually
the same parameters and shown by solid curves in Fig. 7 agree
well with the experimental data.

The relative simplicity of expression (17) for the amplitude
of the complex transmission coefficient enables a direct
analysis from the experimental transmission and phase shift
spectra of the differences in the real, Re n�z ÿRe nÿz �
2Re ~axy, and imaginary, Im n�z ÿ Im nÿz � 2 Im ~axy, parts of
the refractive indices for the forward and backward propaga-
tion directions and thus obtaining the corresponding direc-
tional birefringence and dichroism spectra; these are shown in

Fig. 8 together with the numerical simulations, which agree
well with the experimental data.

It should be noted that the system in which we observed
directional birefringence and dichroism was a twinned
sample of SmFe3�BO3�4, where these effects cannot fully
manifest themselves. In particular, no full mode suppression
occurs for one of the propagation directions. Our recent
studies [36] on a virtually twin-free substituted compound of
Sm0:5La0:5Fe3�BO3�4 have demonstrated such an electromag-
non suppression close to 100%.

4. Conclusions

The reported gigahertz quasioptical studies on the multi-
ferroic SmFe3�BO3�4 showed that rare-earth ferroborates
exhibit a low-frequency electroactive AFMR mode (electro-
magnon), an excitation which has a linear-in-field resonance
frequency, contributes dominantly to the giant magnetodi-
electric effect in SmFe3�BO3�4 at low frequencies, and gives
rise to the following two electrodynamic effects of magneto-
electric origin:

(a) giant optical activity for Hka, associated with the
rotation of the polarization plane of radiation (more than
70 deg mmÿ1 at resonance at 135 GHz andH � 60 kOe), and
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Figure 8.Directional birefringence and dichroism spectra of SmFe3�BO3�4
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the forward and backward radiation propagation directions. The experi-

mental data were obtained from the corresponding transmission and
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(b) directional birefringence and dichroism in a transverse
magnetic field Hkb, due to asymmetry between radiation
propagation in the forward �kkc� and backward �kkÿc�
directions, which is equivalent to changing the sign of the
field:Hb ! ÿHb.

By taking into account different symmetries of dynamic
magnetic responses (magnetic, magnetoelectric, and dielectric
susceptibility tensors) for Hka and Hkb, a theory was
developed which explains and describes quantitatively the
observed dynamic magnetoelectric effects and static (quasi-
static) properties of SmFe3�BO3�4.
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